
Appendix A
Reference Number Thetford Community Governance Review - Third Stage Consultation Responses

KEY: - A The proposal for an additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward
B A name for the new parish ward of Theford 

C Any further comments on the proposals for the extension of the SUE area into the parish of Croxton; leaving the area of SUE which lies within the 
parish of Kilverstone unchanged

TSCT000001 A I agree.
B Blank - No response
C I agree with the proposals.

TSCT000002 A Can the existing councillors not cover the area. Just extend their boundary a bit. Not necessary for more councillors and more elections.
B No idea.

C What’s the point of splitting the new estate up into Thetford town residents and the rest. Total waste of time. Wouldn’t be too happy if my neighbour was 
paying less council tax etc if they were in parish of Kilverstone and not Thetford as they would be using Thetford amenities. 

TSCT000003 A Yes please 2 is the right amount.
B Duleep Sing Ward
C As Thetford grows....like any expanding area

TSCT000004 A Agree.  It is important that residents of the SUE are properly represented on the council without making existing wards too big - important that councillors get 
to know their residents and vice versa.

B Walmington Ward

C

Agree Croxton part should be part of Thetford. Disagree that Kilverstone part should be unchanged - this should be part of Thetford too.
Reasons -  community cohesion, SUE will be of an urban nature (not village) and SUE residents will use Thetford services, avoid need for further 
consultation in the future

TSCT000005 A I understand this is to keep the councillor to population percentage but it's time we dropped the unnecessary expenses. Councillors should be local and 
therefore not need expenses to travel to meetings. More meetings should be open to the public and be timetabled for evenings or weekends.

B Blank - No response

C
Infrastructure should be in place before any houses are built. Current traffic problems in Thetford should be dealt with before these additional 7500 cars are 
brought in - currently there ate 1.8 cars per household, I'm knocking the figure down to 1.5. We all know that the developer will build the houses and then run 
out of money before doctors surgeries, schools, etc. are built.

TSCT000006 A It may not immediately be necessary to have additional councillors but as the development progresses then clearly the new residents should be represented
B Blunt's Ward   - after Joe Blunt's Lane which will form the southern boundary

C I have already made my views clear that it will be common sense to realign the boundary so that the new urban area to be developed should lie wholly within 
the Town Council boundary,  The timescale to absorb the present Kilverstone parish into this new area should not be fixed in stone but the principle of 
making this adjustment should be accepted as development progresses over the whole area.

TSCT000007 A I have no objection as this new development should be represented 
B Kings fleet is okay with me 
C As long as when stage reaches this point another consultation is done



TSCT000008 A Agree

B Re the heading above, the new parish ward will be in THETFORD, not Theford. Suggest "Thetford North"
C Agree

TSCT000009 A 1 new councillor and expand the areas of the other two closest wards to include parts of the new development into their current councillors catchment areas. 
This way would be s compromise between saving money and growing the council.

B The development is called Kingsfleet so why not just keep that name. Everyone going to buy a home there will know it as Kingsfleet and will probably 
continue to call it that. Just like the NDRs stupid new name whatever that is  - everyone still just calls it the NDR. 

C As per previous consultatations, new development should be part of Thetford.

TSCT000010 A This seems a sensible idea as more people means more work & more to consider.

B How about naming it after the farm in the area or the lane that runs down the side of this initial build?  Otherwise keep it simple with 'Croxton' ward.

C I'm not sue why the Kilverstone issue is not being dealt with now as it will cost time and money to do it in the future, however, changing the boundary to bring 
the Croxton part into Thetford is definitely the most sensible as Thetford already have the structure and setup to deal with a large number of inhabitants 
whereas Croxton do not. Equally residents of the new Parish will use Thetford amenities almost exclusively - Doctors, dentists, schools, pubs, sports areas 
including the swimming pool etc. etc. 

TSCT000011 A I can see that there may be a need for more councillors, but does it need two?  I would have thought one would be enough in the first place and reconsider it 
if necessary.

B Just name thisd one after the new development - Kingsfleet.

C We seem to be heading for the common sense approach - Thetford is already a town with the organisation to support new inhabitants - Croxton is a village 
with no similar setup.  To expand Croxton would change its intrinsic nature of village to one of town but without the support services.

TSCT000012 A The future inhabitants need to be represented so "Yes"

B Any name which distinguishes it from Croxton. The difference must not be blurred - South Croxton is a No-No

C All - including Hill House Lane - to the south of the bypass to be in Thetford. Croxton to remain independent of Thetford.

TSCT000013 A
I agree with this proposal for the additional councillors. Thetford is under-represented in terms of councillors, so with the expanding population as a result of 
the new development within its boundary, additional councillors will certainly be needed. However I am less convinced about the desirability of having a 
single ward for the whole of the new area. The Town Council wards are currently a bit haphazard in nature and don't always align with the natural boundaries 
used by e.g. Residents Associations. I would suggest that this is used an an opportunity to review some of the existing boundaries as well. For instance, I 
would ensure that all the current residential areas off Croxton Road are in a single ward. What remains of Boudica Ward (to the East of the Railway) could 
then include SUE Phase 1. SUE Phases 2 and 3 could either be a new ward or joined with the Croxton Road ward.

B "Blakeney" after existing the farm.



C
I fully support the proposal to move the boundary with Croxton to the A11, for the reasons I gave before in my Stage 2 response. However, for the same 
reasons, I would also like to see the boundary with Kilverstone moved too. Given the stage 2 consultation responses, and that the arguments in favour of 
moving the boundary to encompass the new development have won the day, I find it strange that any other decision could be made. In terms of certainty and 
forward planning it surely makes more sense to move the boundary now. The CGR committee has already wasted tax-payer resources with the need for a 
third consultation because it didn't listen properly to the stage one responses. You've held the consultation, you've got an unprecedented number of 
responses in favour of the move. Why waste more resources holding yet another round of consultations in a few year's time?

TSCT000014 A Blank
B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000015 A No objection to this
B Blank

C I am happy with the proposal to extend the SUE area into the parish of Croxton, but do think that it should also be extended to include the Kilerverstone 
portion too.

TSCT000016 A Can unerstand the need for them to be represented.  Two is okay, one for area if and only if they remain/become under Thetford.
B I have no view here.

C No matter what way this is spun these new developments will put a big extra strain on Thetford as a whole; facilities, infrastructure and finacial.  Therefore, 
must become under Thetford council so some of these cost can be recouped through the concil tax process.  Otherwise Thetford will take most of the strain 
while Brettenham, Croxton and Kilverstone will take some but little however, get the financial reward. I am sure I read somewhere in the past that another 
vote/consultation was to take place on this later so the new residence could have a say.  How ridiculous, that would be like asking turkeys to vote for 
Christmas. PLEASE, do not let the residence and rate payers of Thetford be the fall guy's here.

TSCT000017 A I agree with this
B Blank
C I agree with this

TSCT000018 A I agree
B Blank
C I agree with this

TSCT000019 A I would agree that an additional two councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward should be appointed.
B I believe that the name of 'Saxon' would be an excellent choice for the new parish ward of Thetford.

C I agree with the proposal for the extension of the SUE area into the parish of Croxton; leaving the area of the SUE which lies within the parish of Kilverstone 
unchanged.

TSCT000020 A if we are to extend the boundaries then having two extra  councillors would be sensible
B sand martin

C the boundaries in both need changing. they both are or will put extra preasure on thetfords infrastructure.
TSCT000021 A Agree

B Saxon
C I agree with proposal 

TSCT000022 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree to the proposal



TSCT000023 A Agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000024 A Yes, two councillors.
B Iceni
C No further comments

TSCT000025 A Yes absolutely
B Blakeney
C Blank

TSCT000026 A I agree
B Saxon 
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000027 A Should be a compromise of one until the parish is fully completed, then an additional councillor
B Fisher North

C All local villages, including Kilberstone and Croxton who benefit from Thetford ratepayers higher contributions should be included.
TSCT000028 A I agree

B Anglo Saxon
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000029 A Agree
B Kingsfleet
C Agree

TSCT000030 A
NO!   Two more layers of "fat" are not needed.  The taxpayer is fed up with too many snouts in the trough already.  On a much wider platform over this issue,  
is why the likes of Trump  got into office to drain the swamp, and more recently in the news why Brazilian presidential front-runner Jair Bolsonaro was 
stabbed at his rally.  He too stood alone to drain Brazil's corruptible swamp.  The "fat" at the top needs to be cut away and taxpayers have had enough!! 
Kingsfleet developent should be added to Thetford town boundary at no additional cost to we taxpayers and come under the auspices of existing Councillors.

B Peddars Wayward Ward ;-)   Boadicea Ward,  Iceni Ward
C As per above.   Further, I doubt you will "share" this viewpoint.

TSCT000031 A I agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000032 A I agree 
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal

TSCT000033 A Blank
B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000034 A I agree 
B Saxon
C I agree to the proposal

TSCT000035 A I agree with the addition of 2 new councillors .
B Kings Fleet
C Blank

TSCT000036 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree with the Proposal

TSCT000037 A Will  need someone



B Blank
C Blank

TSCT000038 A Yes this is a good idea. 
B Something that would fit in with the history of the area. Iceini ward would be good. 
C Blank

TSCT000039 A Yes
B Saxon
C None

TSCT000040 A I agree
B Saxon
C I agree with the proposal 

TSCT000041 A Yes, that would be sensible given the number of houses proposed
B Croxton with Thetford
C Blank

TSCT000042 A Agree.  Good idea
B Boudica
C Agree but Kilverstone should be changed within 2 years

TSCT000043 A Agree.  Good idea
B Boudica
C Agree but Kilverstone should be changed within 2 years

TSCT000044 A I agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000045 A Disagree
B Fisher ward this is in respect of Lord Jacky Fisher former resident of Kilverstone House
C The area of SUE should REMAIN entirely within Croxton Kilverstone and Brettenham

TSCT000046 A Disagree
B Paine Ward in respect of Thomas Paine Thetfords Famous Son
C The SUE should REMAIN entirely WITHIN Croxton Kilverstone and Brettenham Parishes

TSCT000047 A I agree: there should be an additional 2 councillors for Thetford for the new parish ward

B Blakeney (after the farm within the development area) Stone Ridge (a common or meadow or heath in the development area in medieval times - shown on 
p52 of Alan Crosby's A History of Thetford, published 1986)

C The boundary of Thetford should be extended to include the entire SUE area up to the A11 (on the Croxton side of the town), leaving a decision about the 
parish of Kilverstone to a later date.

TSCT000048 A Agree. New residents in these numbers need extra Council representatives.
B No name suggested.

C I agree to the inclusion of the Croxton part of the SUE within Theford’s boundaries, subject to the proviso that there is definitely a future consultation about 
the inclusion within Thetford’s boundaries of the area of SUE which is in Kilverstone.

TSCT000049 A Yes a good democratic idea.
B Elizabeth grounds 

C As previously stated, I believe extending the boundaries of Thetford to include the new housing development is logical and necessary.

TSCT000050 A With the increase in housing being contemplated, the increase in councillors will be essential to provide sustained support to the electorate.
B Should remain the same



C This would allow the people being served by Thetford Council to all be responsible for the same rate of council tax and ensure that all people using the 
facilities within the town and paying equal rate of tax.

TSCT000051 A The increase in the population of the town will require the additional councillors to be able to provide assistance to the residents.
B Stay as it is.

C It is imperative that everyone pays equally for use of the facilities of Thetford, and no portion of the local populace is unduly forced to pay more than anyone 
else.

TSCT000052 A
Not necessary.  The present wards have less than 2000 constituants and considering the limited and few responsibilities of the Town Council I would have 
thought that in line with many other councils they would be reducing the present number of councillors anyway.  Why have additional councillors for the SUE 
at this time anyway  as they would not have any constituants for some time. 

B Blanik

C I am pleased that the Parish of Kilverstone and Brettenham are unchanged. I am sure that the vote in favour of the extension of the SUE into the parish of 
Croxton was only won because of the news coverage that emphasised that if it was, they would pay less council tax than  Thetford Town residents.

TSCT000053 A Yes - I agree with this proposal. The number seems right for the size of the area.
B Kingsfleet - since this is what everyone will call the area.

C Reviewing the Kilverstone part of the SUE unchanged for now seems pragmatic, as long as it gets reviewed again at a later date.
TSCT000054 A the proposal for 2 additional councillors for the new Thetford parish ward is accepted

B a name for the new parish ward of Thetford should be proposed by Thetford Town Council for agreement by Breckland District Council.

C

the proposal to make the A1075 the new eastern Parish Boundary for Thetford is fully supported as it complies with national guidance that boundaries should 
use prominent, permanent and easily recognisable features such as roads, rivers or railways rather than anonymous lines across fields. This fact should 
borne in mind in any future review of local boundaries but, meanwhile, the Parish Council is content with the Community Governance Review Sub-committee 
view that it would be premature to determine now a new boundary for the latter stages of the SUE development to the east of the A1075. However, the 
Parish Council considers that there should not be an automatic further Governance Review as the latter stages of the SUE development progresses, as this 
should be left to the local residents. Additionally, the Parish Council refutes the suggestion, made by some during the recent Community Governance Review 
sub-committee meeting, that the Council would not be capable of providing the necessary services to any new post-SUE community in its area as the Parish 
Council's resources and number of councillors will grow in line with the growing population.

TSCT000055 A Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

B Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

C Thank you for consulting Norfolk County Council on the Thetford Community Governance Review. I can confirm we have no comments to make on the 
proposals.

TSCT000056 A Support.

B The entire ward will consist of the Kingsfleet development and I think it is important to give wards a name that relates to the area in question to help residents 
easily identify their ward and provide consistency - therefore Thetford Kingsfleet Ward would see logical.



C One would hope that the precedent to move the boundary linked to development on the edge of Thetford has now been firmly established and that in the 
future, if / when the area technically part of Kilverstone, but closer to Thetford, is developed, the District Councillors at the time debating the issue will give 
due consideration to the process and level of engagement that occurred during this most recent CGR process.

TSCT000057 A No comment
B No comment

C Leaving Kilverstone's parish boundary the same is fine but I don't support the proposition there should be another review later in the SUE development - any 
further change request should come from the local people living in the Parish.

TSCT000058 A Two new councillors would appear correct for the new ward

B In view of the mis-use of the 'About Thetford' magazine to stir-up resident reaction to the boundary review and subsequent editorial gloating, I propose to call 
the area Jermyville.

C It is vital that the area of the SUE lying in Kilverstone  subsequently remains unchanged as must Brettenham to maintain the rural environment for those 
residents living in the communities.

TSCT000059 A yes, necessary.
B no suggestion
C Pleased that the area of SUE which lies within the parish of Kilverstone remains unchanged.

TSCT000060 A Accept the need on the assumption that the boundary is changed as proposed.

B Assuming that the boundary change proposal is accepted, Thetford Town Council should make a recommendation for the approval of Breckland District 
Council.  I would prefer a name with an historical connection to the area rather than, for example, Kingsfleet.

C The proposal for the eastern boundary (Kilverstone's western boundary) to run along the A1075 is the most logical one and should be retained even when 
the SUE development in the Parish of Kilverstone is completed.  The alternative would be to divorce Kilverstone village from its Parish.

TSCT000061 A No view
B No view

C It is a great pity that there is to be a boundary change for Croxton but I support that for Kilverstone being unchanged for the foreseeable future.  
TSCT000062 A I think that is a good idea.

B Saxon

C The Thetford boundary should extend into Kilverstone so that all of the SUE is under the same governance.
TSCT000063 A No Comment

B No Comment

C Please record my comment as being in favour of the current boundary of Kilverstone remaining unchanged.
TSCT000064 A Blank

B Blank
C I wish to support the current boundary of Kilverstone remaining unchanged.  Thank you.

TSCT000065 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000066 A Agree
B Saxon



C Agree
TSCT000067 A Agree but only when homes have been built. One at first Stage after 350 houses built then 2nd stage

B Saxon
C Need to review kilverstone in a few years time

TSCT000068 A Agree if fazed with build
B Saxon
C Agree reluctantly

TSCT000069 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000070 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000071 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000072 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000073 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000074 A Agree with 2 additional councillors
B Saxon Ward
C Agree with the proposals

TSCT000075 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000076 A Agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000077 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000078 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000079 A Agree
B Vikings
C Agree when building provide services ie Dr's Dentist shops post office & school

TSCT000080 A Agree
B Saxon
C Blank

TSCT000081 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000082 A I agree to this proposal
B I choose "Saxon", a good old fashioned english name



C I do agree
TSCT000083 A Agreed

B Saxon
C Agreed

TSCT000084 A Agreed
B Saxon
C Agreed

TSCT000085 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000086 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000087 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000088 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000089 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000090 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000091 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000092 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000093 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000094 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000095 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000096 A Agree
B Saxon
C Agree

TSCT000097 A Agree
B Saxon Ward
C Agree

TSCT000098 A Agree
B Saxon



C Agree
TSCT000099 A Agree

B Saxon
C Agree


